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Introduction

So Far...

In regard of the infinite variety of sea states at a given
location, a statistical description of a location wave climate
matching with the performance description of a WEC is
needed to “forecast” its production.
This PhD project aims to identify which of the sea state
statistical parameters are the most relevant for WEC
production estimation.

The project is around its mid-term. Sea state parameters and
the general method has been selected. The work load is now
moving into tank measures, testing first the wave
measurement method and starting with the WEC tests during
the last quarter of 2009.

Methodology

Accurate measurement of the directional Spectrum in the
Edinburgh Curved Wave tank are needed to obtain
statistically significant results. A method, based on the
MMLM[1] has been developed to take into account the
specificity of the waves in the Edinburgh Curved tank:
● Reflective environment.
● Pseudo-random waves → periodic waves.
● Single-summation used for the wave generation → only 1
wave component per frequency.

The influence of the different sea state parameters is
evaluated by testing several WEC models in a wave tank
against a wide range of sea states.
With the complexity of the required sea states and the numbers
of runs needed to get statistically significant results, an
approach using only physical models in directional wave tanks
is selected.

The method shown good results against virtual data and it is
starting to prove efficient while working with wave tank
measurements:

Selecting directional
parameters

Generate seas representing
a wide variety of the
selected parameters combinations
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Normalising the generated spectra
in order to have all seas with the
same power content (Hm0*Te = cte)
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Measuring the generated seas
in the tank without any models
to get the real incident spectra

MMLM

Error in Mean Direction estimation by the MMLM and the MLM
results. The values presented are the difference between the
virtual data theoretical mean direction and the mean direction
measured from the spectrum estimation by each method

Selecting models

Testing each Models against
the set of seas generated

For each test, recording
the power absorbed

Testing WEC
models

Normalising the power absorbed
from each model by its
maximum power absorbed

Statistical analysis by ANOVA of the normalized absorbed power:
Verifying which spectral parameters can be discarded.
Looking for interaction between parameters and model type.
Quantifying the effect of the non-discarded parameters.

Single peak spectrum estimation from tank data – 512 s records
Peak identification for computing parameters linked to a peak.
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